Help Honor Jennie Dean's Legacy

Take advantage of a unique opportunity to play a major part in the Jennie Dean Memorial Update project as Phase One comes to a conclusion. Important sponsorship opportunities are available to complete the plaza where the new Jennie Dean bronze sculpture will be the focal point. Available are:

1. **TREES** - Purchase a 3 inch caliber deciduous tree with personalized donor marker - $750

2. **BENCHES** - Purchase a bronze bench with personalized donor plaque - $2,500

3. **SIGNAGE** - Purchase new site signage to replace aging existing signage - $4,000

4. **BRONZE RELIEFS** - Purchase up to 5 reliefs on the statue's base depicting a scene from the Manassas Industrial School - $5,400 each

5. **GRANITE STATUE BASE** – Has Been Donated - $10,000

Find out more:

www.manassascity.org/jenniedean
703-368-1873
email: kwilson@manassasva.gov